Standard Drawing Guidance (do not show on plans):

1. Show and call out any required construction joints.
2. Show any required construction joints and flush and call out any mechanical bar splices.
3. When mechanical bar splices are required due to staged construction, add the following after the inclined notes (Estimated ___ splices per slab).
4. Count the estimated number of required mechanical bar splices.
5. If the end of a wing wall extends beyond the end of the bridge approach slab, it will be necessary to revise the length of the approach slab, green and to relocate any existing drainage pipes. If the wing extends beyond the end of the sleeper slab, as shown for clarity, then the 1/2" joint filler should be omitted.

In accordance with the Missouri Standard Plans Drawing 609.00 for details of Type A Curb. See Missouri Standard Plans Drawing 609.00 for details of Type A Curb. See Missouri Standard Plans Drawing 609.00 for details of Type A Curb. See Missouri Standard Plans Drawing 609.00 for details of Type A Curb.